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“[Eteraz’s] adventures are a heavenly read.” —O, the Oprah magazine“In this supremely

assured, lush, and rip-roaring book, Eteraz manages to do the impossible, gliding confidently

over the chasm that divides East and West. Wildly entertaining…memoir of the first order.” —

Murad Kalam, author of Night JourneyAli Eteraz’s award-winning memoir reveals the searing

spiritual story of growing up in Pakistan under the specter of militant Islamic fundamentalism

and then overcoming the culture shock of emigrating to the United States. A gripping memoir

evocative of Persepolis, Reading Lolita in Tehran, and the novel The Kite Runner, Eteraz’s

narrative is also a cathartic chronicle of spiritual awakening. Yael Goldstein Love, author of

Overture, calls Children of Dust “a gift and a necessity [that] should be read by believers and

nonbelievers alike.”



Children of DustA Memoir of PakistanAli EterazFor my parentsand those who have been like

parentsGod said to the angels: Make obeisance to Adam;they made obeisance, but Iblis [the

satan], did it not.He said: Shall I make obeisance to himwhom Thou hast created of dust?
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author, as a child in Pakistan, learns of his destiny and attends a madrassaBook IIThe

American—AmirIn which the author leaves Pakistan and arrives in the United States, where,

living in the Bible Belt, he attempts to navigate life in high school while dealing with his parents,

who are now fundamentalistsBook IIIThe Fundamentalist—Abu Bakr RamaqIn which the

author, newly arrived at college in Manhattan, embraces the superiority of Islam over all things,

culminating with a trip to Pakistan, where he intends to (1) find a pious Muslim wife who will

protect him from secularism’s sexual temptation and (2) investigate his relationship with an

ancient Caliph of IslamBook IVThe Postmodern—Amir ul IslamIn which the author returns from

his disappointing sojourn in Pakistan and begins exploring anti-Islamic ideas at a new

university, where he nevertheless insists on remaining associated with Muslims and ends up

becoming president of the MSABook VThe Reformer—Ali EterazIn which the author, aghast at

the militant and murderous use to which Islam is being put, becomes an activist and goes to

the Middle East to start a reformationEpilogueAcknowledgmentsAbout the

AuthorCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrologueIn Mecca fathers become inclined to give

up their sons.In 1980, at the spot where the Prophet Ibrahim once sought to slaughter his son

Ismail after receiving a revelation from God; at the same place where God gave a dream to

Abdul Muttalib asking him to sacrifice his son Abdullah; my twenty-two-year-old father-to-be put

his head to the floor and entered into a covenant with Allah Azzawajal, the Exalted.“Ya Allah! If

you should give me a son,” he said, “I promise that he will become a great leader and servant

of Islam!”That accord, called a mannat, made before my birth, singularly and exclusively

guided my life for three decades. It conditioned me to serve Islam and it made the service of

Islam my condition. In fulfillment of that covenant I studied at madrassas. I rejected the

companionship of non-Muslims. I rose up against secularism. I struggled on behalf of

oppressed Muslims. And, in the age of terrorism, I sought to become a reformer of Islam.To

say that I was enamored of Islam would be an understatement. I waved the banners of this

faith from Asia to America. I studied Islamic scripture and scholarship from an early age. I

aspired, perspired, and prayed to one day be lucky enough to rise to the apex of my religion.

Over and over again I strove to be an Islamic activist—to become the embodiment of

Muhammad’s religion.This book is about what happened when I loved Islam—with affection,

with torment, with stupidity—more than anything else in this world. This book is about ardor

bordering on obsession. This book is about a thoroughly Islamic childhood and about a boy’s

attempt not merely to know his identity, but to assert his sovereignty. (Some parts of it are

about the girls he met along the way.)Read! In the name of the God who taught man the use of

the pen…and remember, you can’t get a death fatwa for laughing.*BOOK IThe Promised—Abir

ul IslamIn which the author, as a child in Pakistan, learns of his destiny and attends a

madrassa1My mother, Ammi, had just returned from Koh-e-Qaf, where women went when they

were annoyed with their husbands. It was far up in the heavens, far beyond the world of men,

above the astral planes of the jinns, and hidden even from the angels. Upon reaching Koh-e-

Qaf a woman became a parri and congregated with others like her. Then all the parris gathered

upon rippling streams and rivers of celestial milk. They bathed and splashed and darted

around on rich, creamy froth.I was just a seven-year-old child living in a tiny apartment in



Lahore, Pakistan. I couldn’t get enough of Koh-e-Qaf.“What happens there?” I asked Ammi.

“Please tell me! Please!”“It’s a safe place where I can gather my thoughts,” she said. “When

women go there, we don’t take our earthly concerns with us. We don’t even need our earthly

clothes. Allah restores to us the cuticle skin we had when He first created Hazrat Adam and his

wife, Havva.”Ammi said that Koh-e-Qaf was created secretly at the time the universe was

made. Allah had asked each one of His creations whether they would be willing to bear the

burden of free will. He asked the mountains and they said no. He asked the skies and they

refused. He asked the sun and the seas and the plants and the trees and the angels. They all

said no. But Adam, the first male—“who took too many risks just like your Pops”—accepted the

burden. “And he didn’t even ask his wife what he was getting into!” Upon hearing the news, a

chagrined Havva went to Allah and told Him that men would make a big mess of things and

“then take out their frustration on their wives.” So, for all the wives of the world, Havva

convinced Allah to create Koh-e-Qaf, a sanctuary for all time.“Then she made Allah give long

nails to women so they could remember their special place.”“That’s not fair,” I said, poking a

finger through Ammi’s curly black hair. “I don’t have a special place to go to.”“You don’t need a

special place,” she replied. “My little piece of the moon is more special than the whole

world.”“You’re just saying that.”“No, I’m not,” she said. “Haven’t you ever thought about what

your name means?”“Abir?”“Your full name. Abir ul Islam.”“So what? It’s just a name.”“Not just a

name.”I shrugged. Compared to intergalactic travel and teleportation and heavenly drinks, my

name didn’t inspire much awe.“Come on,” Ammi said, taking my hand as if she could read the

disappointment on my face. “You don’t believe me? Let’s go see Beyji. She will tell you that you

are the most special.”Beyji was my maternal great-grandmother. She lived in a white marble

bungalow in Lahore. She was a saint because she had forgiven the woman who used black

jadu to kill Beyji’s husband. Beyji regularly met with the Holy Prophet Muhammad in her

dreams. One year, during the Night of Power in the month of Ramzan, she got chosen as one

of Allah’s elect and saw a glimpse of the Light.Ammi led me past my grandfather’s room, where

he was busy listening to old Noor Jahan recordings, and toward Beyji’s darkened quarters. We

went inside and Ammi pushed me toward Beyji’s bed. She wore a floral print shalwar kameez—

loose trousers with a tunic top—and had cast a gauzy blue dupatta over her head. Taking my

wrist with one hand and holding my chin with the other, she gave me a smile. Her gummy

mouth murmured a series of prayers.“Beyji,” Ammi said. “This one doesn’t believe me when I

tell him that he’s special.”“The most special,” Beyji corrected.“I told him that his name is Abir ul

Islam.”“Such a beautiful name, isn’t it?”“He doesn’t think it’s such a big deal.”“Is that right?”

Beyji looked at me for confirmation.I made my case. “Ammi flies around like a parri and goes to

Koh-e-Qaf. I just sit here.”Beyji looked at me with compassion. She pulled a piece of dried

orange out from under her pillow and handed it to me. “Come and sit with me,” she invited.

“Then ask your Ammi to tell you the story of your birth.”“What about it?”“She’ll tell you,” Beyji

said.Ammi sat down on the other bed and rested a cup of chai on the palm of her hand. With

two fingers she pinched the cream congealed on the surface.“When I was pregnant with you,”

Ammi said, licking her fingers, “Pops moved to Saudi Arabia for work. When he was there, he

went to the Ka’ba in Mecca and made a mannat. Do you know what a mannat is?”“No.”“A

mannat is like a covenant with Allah. You promise to do something if Allah grants one of your

wishes.”“Like a jinn in a lamp!”“Except God imposes conditions!” Beyji amended.“Your father’s

mannat was that if his first child was a boy,” Ammi continued, “he would be raised to become a

leader and servant of Islam. Are you listening?”“Yes,” I said, orange sticking out of my

mouth.“Then you were born—a boy—which meant that the mannat must be fulfilled.”“Are you

still listening?” Beyji prompted.I nodded and adopted the serious expression that their intensity



seemed to require.“So we needed to give you a name that reflected your purpose in life,” Ammi

said. “There were many options, but Pops said that your name should be Abir. It means

perfume. Full name: Abir ul Islam. Perfume of Islam. You were thus born to spread Islam as if it

were a beautiful fragrance. Special, no?”“It’s just a name,” I said skeptically.“Ah, but that’s not

all,” Beyji said, nudging me affectionately. “Keep listening.”“Then,” Ammi continued, “right when

you were born we moved to Saudi Arabia. When you were barely eleven months old, you and

Pops and I went to do hajj—the pilgrimage to Mecca. I dressed you up like all the other

pilgrims. You looked so cute wrapped in all white. You had been trying to walk for many weeks,

but I swear as soon as we got to Mecca you began walking properly. It had to have been that

holy sand. You really took to Mecca. Walking around. Greeting everyone. You even ran away

from me in the middle of the night. We were frantic until you were discovered hours later with a

pair of Bedouins. It was like you were meant to be there.”“Did the Bedouins have goats?” I

asked, my attention momentarily derailed.“I think they did,” Ammi said. “Anyway. One night I

went to circumambulate the Ka’ba and took you with me. The place wasn’t as crowded at night.

There was a long row of Africans walking with their elbows locked like a chain. I stayed behind

them until they made their turn and I found myself right at the border of the Ka’ba…”“The

House of God,” Beyji said, her eyes shining. “I’ve been there twice in my life. It’s the most

beautiful thing in the universe. Astronauts will tell you that the world sits right in the center of

the universe, and that Mecca sits right in the middle of the world, and that the Ka’ba sits right in

the middle of Mecca!”“There’s a semicircular wall around the Ka’ba,” Ammi continued. “It was

built by the Prophet Ibrahim thousands of years ago. I forget the name of that space, but it’s

said that if you pray there, it’s as if you’d prayed inside the Ka’ba. It was peaceful there that

night. No one else was in the area. Imagine: millions of people wearing the same thing and

chanting the same thing—Labbayk Allahumma Labbayk—all around us, and a mother and son

just all alone with the Ka’ba. It was beautiful.”Beyji interrupted again: “Don’t forget! Mecca was

founded by a mother and son, too. At Allah’s instruction, Hajira and baby Ismail were left there

by the Prophet Ibrahim. They had no water, so Hajira put Ismail down in the sand to go and find

something to drink. While she was gone, little Ismail kicked his feet and the Zamzam spring

sprouted from the desert sand. A town was built there when some nomads discovered the

spring.”Ammi nodded and continued: “I had you stand next to me and we made a pair of nafal

prayers together. I asked Allah to place Islamic knowledge in your heart and make you a true

servant of Islam. Then I removed your clothes, lifted you up, and rubbed your bare chest

against the ancient wall—back and forth a few times.”As I listened to the women, my heart beat

fast and my face became warm. I felt connected to this distant place that I didn’t remember.

The reverence it elicited in my mother and great-grandmother poured into me.“Then later,

when I was resting,” Ammi continued, “your Pops took you with him. He went to rub your chest

against the heavenly Black Stone at one corner of the Ka’ba. He wasn’t able to get to it

because it’s always so crowded with people trying to kiss it, but he pressed you against the

bare walls of the Ka’ba itself. He made the same prayer I did, about you serving

Islam.”“Subhanallah,” Beyji said and put her hand on my heart. “One day you should go back to

Mecca and kiss the Black Stone. It will absorb all your sins. But not yet. Go when you are older.

Right now you are sinless.”I nodded eagerly.“So,” Ammi said. “Do you believe you are special

now?”I felt as if the entire universe was listening to my answer. God. The angels. Even the

parris.“Yes. I believe you. I believe that I’m special.”“By the way, did you know that when the

Black Stone first came down from heaven it was white?” Ammi said.“What happened to it?” I

asked.“People touched it and it became dirty,” she said.I imagined billions of hands touching a

large, egg-shaped crystal over thousands of years and gradually making it black. Suddenly I



pulled away from Beyji and stood up in the center of the room, feeling proud and powerful.“I will

take a towel and make it white again!”Beyji kissed my hand and told me that I would be Islam’s

most glorious servant.2During the daytime, while Pops was off working at his clinic—he was a

doctor—Ammi, my little brother Flim, and I often spent the daytime hours at Beyji’s

bungalow.Beyji came from a long line of elevated people. Her father, an imam at a small

mosque in a village in Punjab, had commanded a clan of jinns that converted to Islam at his

hand. The old man’s piety was so great that when he died his fingers kept moving as if they

were flipping tasbih beads in prayer.Beyji prayed endlessly. When she wasn’t praying, she

murmured Allah’s praises—subhanallah and alhamdulillah thirty-three times each, allahu akbar

thirty-four times. Then she repeated the set. She kept count on the individual pads of her

fingers, on black beans that were stored in a number of huge vats in her room, or on the tasbih,

the wooden rosary.Beyji had mysterious connections with the angels. In addition to having

seen the Light that time in Ramzan, she seemed to know Jibrail, the leader of the angels, quite

well. “He’s the greatest angel,” she said. “He brought the Holy Quran to the Prophet in the cave

of Hira. He hugged the Messenger and imparted the Word.”“Have you seen him up close?”“I

have. He’s beautiful. He has forty thousand wings, and each of his feathers is made of light. He

can pick up the entire universe on one wing.”“How many angels are there?” I

inquired.“Millions.”“Did the Prophet meet all the angels?”“There are too many for him to meet,

but some of the angels used to come to him during his daily life. They came in the guise of men

—beautiful men—and ate with him and asked him questions that prepared him to deal with his

enemies in Mecca.”“Who’s the most important angel?” I asked.“They’re all important. Mikail is

pretty important because he maintains the history of the world in his big book. Israfil because

he has the trumpet that—”“Do you think I can meet an angel?”“Of course you can,” she said.

“The Guardians are always with you. That’s why when Muslims pray we say Salam to the right

and the left shoulder. That’s where they sit. It’s very good to talk to your angels, but make sure

you say only good things, because they have little notebooks and they write down everything

you do.”“Everything?” I asked, horrified.“Yes.”“Even what I do in the

bathroom?”“Yes.”“Gross.”Learning that angels were always with me made me want to learn

more about them, so I went to Ammi. She told me that Guardians came in two shifts, one that

lasted from dawn to afternoon and the other that covered late afternoon to morning.“Why is the

evening shift longer?” I asked. “That doesn’t seem fair.”“Beats me. Ask Allah.”That day I laid a

prayer rug and prayed for equality among the angels.My sympathy for the angels receded,

however, when one day I learned that they could be as frightening as they were beautiful.There

was the angel that killed you, said Ammi; another angel that blew the trumpet on the Last Day

and destroyed the world. There were angels that worked in Dozakh, where the hellfire burned,

and stirred the bodies of sinners in huge vats full of hot water; angels that put a black flag in

your anus if you listened to music; angels that turned people into pillars of salt and flipped

civilizations over and caused huge storms of fire. There were even angels that urinated in your

mouth—“for forty days minimum”—if you used a swear word.“Why are the angels so scary?” I

asked Ammi.“Sometimes Allah sends them out to punish the people that follow Iblis,” Ammi

said. “But you see, the angels are just doing their job. Most of the time they’re very nice; they

just stand around and sing Allah’s praises. It’s Iblis who is the scary one.”“Who is Iblis?”“The

worst: Shaytan. Mankind’s mortal enemy.”Iblis was a jinn that, before the creation of mankind,

had been raised up to heaven because he was pious, but then he disobeyed Allah and was

cast out of the Garden and now sought revenge against mankind by leading people to

falsehood. He did many evil things:If you yawned and didn’t cover your mouth, he slept under

your tongue for the whole night and defecated in your throat, which gave you bad breath. If you



didn’t recite bismillah—“in the name of God”—before eating your food, he ate all of it so you

remained hungry. He was the one who told you not to take a walk around the block after dinner

so you would have gas in your stomach and break your wazu, your ablutions, by farting. He

was the one who was responsible for pulling a donkey’s tail and making it heehaw during

prayers. He was the one who caused those scary shooting stars, because at night he tried to

sneak into Paradise to topple the kursi—Allah’s throne—and the angels fended him off by

throwing meteorites at him.“You must never follow Iblis,” Ammi said. “You are Abir ul Islam, and

Iblis wants to deceive Muslims.”“I won’t. I promise. I am Abir ul Islam, and Iblis is my enemy.”I

resolved to one day join the angels that fought Iblis, and in preparation for hurling meteorites I

threw my tennis ball against the wall.3One day when he wasn’t working, Pops took me for a

long walk alongside the canal and told me the history of Islam and Pakistan.He told me about

the British taking over Mughal India; the fall of the Ottoman caliphate in 1924, which took away

the protector of the Muslims; the circumstances around the creation of Pakistan, a state for

Muslims who sought to avoid being dominated by the Hindus; the emergence of the Jamaat-e-

Islami Party; the breakup of East and West Pakistan; the rise of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto and his

eventual hanging at the hands of General Zia ul Haq.“I support him,” Pops said about the

general. “Because he’s a pious Muslim and because he gives unwavering support to the

mujahideen in Afghanistan attacked by the Soviets.”“Why did the Soviets attack Afghanistan?” I

asked as we crossed a street full of sputtering blue and green motorized rickshaws.“There are

two reasons,” Pops said, giving me his pinky to hold. “First, the Soviets persecute people who

follow Islam. In their country Muslims have to hide their Qurans and pretend that they are non-

Muslim. Second, the Soviet Union wants to capture Afghanistan so that it can then capture a

part of Pakistan and gain our warm-water port at Gwadar. They need this to attack America by

sea.”“And Zia ul Haq is helping the mujahideen fight the Soviet Union?”“Yes. The mujahideen

fight in the name of Islam, and even the world’s greatest army cannot defeat them.”The

mujahideen immediately inspired me. When Pops wasn’t around I’d try to talk about them with

Ammi, but she didn’t listen to news and didn’t have much to say about them. However, because

I insisted on hearing about jihad, she told me stories about the famous battles waged by the

Prophet and his Companions. There was the Battle of Badr, where the Prophet and his 313

Companions held off a polytheistic army far greater in number because the Muslims were

joined by scimitar-wielding angels; there was the Battle of Uhud, where the Prophet suffered a

wound in his side because of the treachery of the Hypocrites; and there was the Battle of

Khandaq, where the Prophet dug a trench around Medina on the advice of his Persian friend

Salman, who used to be a slave but was freed by Muslims.Because I insisted on hearing even

more about the mujahideen, one day Ammi took me to a bookstore and bought me a children’s

magazine that contained part of a serialized novella about a boy named Mahmud who lived in

Kabul. His father fought against the Soviets while his mother tended to injured mujahideen. His

little sister was mutilated when she picked up a land mine that the Soviets had disguised as a

teddy bear. Mahmud wanted everyone to know that all around Afghanistan the Soviets had

placed land mines that looked like toys and were causing all the little boys and girls in the

country to lose appendages and eyes. He also described helicopter gunships that sprayed fire,

and talked about how he dreamed of owning a missile that would allow him to take the

gunships down. He wanted to liberate his land in the name of Islam. I wished I could help

him.When I was done reading that story, I desperately wanted to go and get the next part in the

series, but whenever I appealed to Ammi to take me back to the bookstore, she said it was too

far and there was no use getting khajjal in all the traffic. I went back to the story of Mahmud

and read it over and over until I nearly had it memorized. Eventually I grew bored and started



reading another action story in the magazine. It was about a black South African rebel living

under apartheid. Whites spat on him and segregated his people and insulted his family so that

eventually he had no choice but to stand up for his dignity and take matters into his own hands.

One day the white governor, under whose rule the rebel lived, was throwing a party on a lake,

and the rebel, having read about the pending event, decided that he would drive a boat laden

with explosives into the governor’s yacht. The story of his resistance ended with a blaze that

consumed the yacht and the rebel and the governor. This story didn’t interest me so much

because it wasn’t about Islam.It was then that I discovered Aakhri Chataan—“The Last

Mountain”—a long-running serial produced by Pakistani TV. The series was based on the novel

of the same name by a Jamaat-e-Islami journalist, Naseem Hijazi. The drama, set between the

years AD 1220 and 1226, at the height of Genghis Khan’s invasions of Islamic Asia, and thirty

years before the fall of the caliphate in Baghdad at the hands of Hulagu Khan, was lavish and

star-studded.The protagonist, the proverbial last mountain, was Sultan Jalalud-din Khwarezmi,

a prince of Persia, bereft of his kingdom when his father was killed by the Mongols. He waged

a long-standing series of battles against Genghis, raising armies and chasing him from

Armenia and Azerbaijan to India and back again. The serial was a tragic-romantic recounting of

the major military and political events in Khwarezmi’s life, interwoven with the exploits of his

allies.In the final episode, one of Khwarezmi’s cohorts gave a rousing speech to the leaders of

Baghdad about making a call for jihad—which only the Caliph had the power to do—and

sending troops to Khwarezmi’s assistance. He told them to believe in Khwarezmi because he

was the only Central Asian leader who had defeated the Mongols in open battle. The speech

caused the leaders to break out in spirited debate, because they didn’t want the Caliph to

declare jihad. Meanwhile, the scene shifted to Khwarezmi, standing atop a cliff with his men

near the front against the Mongols. At a distance he saw riders bearing Baghdad’s colors. The

sight of the riders prompted him to break into a monologue in which he thanked the heavens

for Baghdad’s support and lambasted the skeptics among his crew for doubting Baghdad’s

mettle: “I told you that Allah would hear our prayers and they would come.” Once the riders

came closer, however, Khwarezmi realized that they were simply messengers carrying a letter

of decline from Baghdad. The Caliph had shown his cowardice.It was here that the tragic

climax of the series occurred. Intermixed with scenes of dance, wine, and women—symbols of

a Muslim warrior’s failure—Khwarezmi engaged in a sequence of monologues. He bemoaned

his castles of sand, complained of the way the soldier’s blade melted before the enemy’s

wealth, and wept that his voice didn’t reach the heavens. The series came to an end with

tasbih beads falling ingloriously upon the ground as an anonymous old man cried, while

Khwarezmi, no longer worthy of a horse, got atop an ass and rode off into the snow. The scene

of his departure was followed by still paintings accompanied by melancholy music depicting

Baghdad’s eventual fall to Hulagu Khan in 1258, a story of great tragedy and humiliation that

all Muslims know well.The main character of the series turned out not to be Khwarezmi. It was

Baghdad—its decadent elite, its political intrigue, its traitors, its emasculated Caliphs. It was the

infiltration of pro-Mongol elements, and the monopoly of sniveling, pacifist, fatalist, out-of-touch

clerics who simply wouldn’t allow the Caliph to make an open call for jihad and go to

Khwarezmi’s assistance. To avoid being defeated as Baghdad was by the Mongols, Muslims

had to be more like the Companions of the Prophet or the mujahideen of Afghanistan. They

had to engage in jihad. That was the TV show’s simple lesson.I took a tennis racket, tied a rope

around it, and slung it around my torso like a Kalashnikov. Then I went around declaring people

Mongols and shooting them.4I learned of sin from a girl named Sina.A few years older than my

seven, she was a servant at Beyji’s house. She had dark brown skin and her musk was musty.



She bore the irrepressible smell of a kitchen drain clogged with stale vegetables. She owned

just one outfit, a light pink floral shalwar kameez. Due to age and infinite washing it had

become nearly see-through, so that when she went into a squat and swept the veranda in long,

controlled, side-to-side sweeps of the jharoo I could see her sinewy thighs—dark pythons

wearing gauzy veils. When she picked up my plates I could see the small areolas on her chest.

Day after day I watched her, wanting only that she raise her downcast eyes and look at me. Yet

she remained expressionless. She performed her chores with such blind commitment, such

indifferent exactitude, that there was never any reason for anyone to speak to her. If out of all

the other servant girls she was arbitrarily selected to sift a batch of peas or pick a tray of lentils,

she moved to the assigned task, completed it, and merged back into the shadows of

irrelevance. I didn’t know how I could catch her interest.Then Adina visited the house.Adina

was a rich girl from overseas who had recently moved to Lahore and was invited over to play

with me. She had been well fed on romance novels and Indian films. The first day together she

took me into a bedroom and had me act out various film scenes with her. In one, where I was a

restaurant owner and she was the habitually late waitress, I was supposed to lower my

sunglasses—our only prop—and give her a deep, stern, manly look, a look that she had me

modify and tinker with until it fulfilled her vision. In response to the look she wiggled and

squirmed in apology, softening up her boss with feminine pouts, befuddled sighs, delicate knee

slaps of haplessness, and mildly sensual nail-biting. In another scene she scripted, she and I

had just entered into an arranged marriage and now, after the reception, were meeting for the

first time. We were supposed to do “dialogue” with each other, she instructed: she would say

creative and adult things about how she resented her parents for not asking her consent before

marriage, to which I was supposed to respond with dramatic pronouncements that proclaimed

the inevitability of her love for me.I took Adina’s role-playing game to Sina.Following her around

for a day, I found that there was a moment in her daily routine when she stripped off her cloak

of invisibility, a time when she wasn’t a servant but became, for lack of a better word, a woman.

It was in the evening, when it had become dark but was not yet late enough for dinner. During

that interval Sina went to the shed in the backyard and took a shower in the partly open

servants’ enclosure. Then, hair dripping, she put her clothes back on and walked around the

backyard, airing herself. Save for the lights seeping through the curtains, it was completely

dark by the time she finished. It was there in the yard that I approached her.“I want you to play

with me,” I ordered.“You want to play now?”The darkness made me bold. “Yes. We will play

here. I will be the husband.”“I don’t know…,” she said in a voice drenched with reluctance.“It will

be all right,” I assured. I grabbed her by the hand and took her to the lawn. The moon, full and

fourteenth, had broken out of the clouds, and her skin and eyes were glowing. “So, let’s see,” I

said, stalling for time as I came up with a scenario. “How about we’re at a picnic?” I clinked an

imaginary glass with her. “Drink!”She mimicked, but without any eagerness.“Come on, show a

little joash,” I demanded. “You’re out on a beautiful day with your powerful husband! Show some

desire!”She didn’t respond. After sipping my imaginary drink for a little while, I became

annoyed by the silence.“I think we need more dialogue. How will you feel if I tell you that your

beauty is like that of a Night Princess?”“I don’t know,” she said, looking genuinely

bewildered.“Look,” I said, becoming the director. “You have options when someone says that to

you. You can do nakhra, like whine and complain, to convey that you’re very shy. Or you can be

my enemy who gets angry—”“I’m ashamed,” she interrupted.“Don’t be!”I pulled her close, more

from affection than perversity. As she struggled against me, I made her fright a part of our role-

play. She became the damsel in distress and I was her protector. As I held her body against

mine, her hair spilled droplets on my arms. Her clothes were damp and sticky. My mood



suddenly turned.“Take off your clothes,” I instructed. Then I paused for a moment, hearing the

swishing of the trees, checking for the sound of footsteps in the driveway, listening to the

laughter of oblivious adults safely lodged deep inside the belly of the bungalow. “I want to see

your girl things,” I said. “I will show you my privates in return.”It was a command. She was a

servant: she obeyed. She pulled her shalwar to her knees and lifted up her shirt to her neck.

The blue light danced on her scrubbed nudity. I stood back on my knees and pulled down my

shorts for a brief moment. Then just as quickly I pulled them back up but let her remain naked

so that I could touch her stomach.While stroking her skin I made melodramatic filmi comments

about her body, the moonlight, and fragrant roses. Then my mouth sought her chest, stomach,

and thighs. Because I was not yet familiar with the concept of kissing, my movements were just

that, actions that represented affection.Yet, for all my interest in maintaining the integrity of the

game, I couldn’t bear to keep my lips against her body. Her smell oozed out of her skin and

burned my nose. It was the smell of her poverty and servitude; of her caste and lower station. It

disgusted me. In a sudden move I pulled away from her and stemmed a wave of nausea by

holding my breath.My withdrawal was an act so savage and sudden that it cut through the

conditioning that over the years had made her obedience personified. It sliced through her

submission. She pulled her clothes into place and writhed away, turning violently like a stepped-

on worm. One pink chappal, hanging off her foot as she pulled away, dragged against the white

marble as she disappeared into the dark.Then she went and told on me.The next day I was

playing in the backyard when the adults came to punish me.“Good boys don’t play games with

girls,” Ammi said. “It is gunah to play games with girls. Do you understand?”I nodded.“Have you

become Shaytan?”“No. I am Abir ul Islam.”“You sure aren’t behaving like it.”“Put out your left

hand,” my aunt said.I obeyed.Upon it she placed a piece of paper and a pencil and told me to

write the penitential sentence—“I ask Allah for forgiveness”—one hundred times in neat

handwriting and then make a signature at the bottom.“Do you know why you’re getting this

piece of paper in your left hand?” she asked.“No.”“Because of Islam.”“What about Islam?”“On

the Day of Judgment, when Allah raises mankind from their graves and decides who goes to

Paradise and who goes to hell, everyone will be gathered under the Throne. Then a quick

breeze will blow and it will deliver a piece of paper into each person’s hand. If the paper is in

the right hand it means the person will be bound for Paradise. If the paper is in the left hand it

means the person will be bound for hell. What hand is your paper in?”“Left.”“Do you understand

what that means?”“Yes.”“Now go and write your punishment.”Until that moment I hadn’t

assigned any significance to what had happened with Sina. Now, with the introduction of

Allah’s judgment, with the introduction of penitence and forgiveness and apology, with the

threat of hell hanging over me, the entire sequence of events took on a dark tinge. I could feel

gunah creeping on my skin like a lizard on a hot summer wall. I had done something that Allah

didn’t like. He would find me impious and unvirtuous and punishable. He would lean forward

upon the kursi and look at His angels and say, “That Abir ul Islam really wasn’t worthy of his

name!” The angels would agree. Then they would revoke my membership from among the

meteor-hurlers. Suddenly I couldn’t bear how full of gunah I was and began crying. Then I

wrote each word individually down the sheet:I-I-I…ask-ask-ask…Allah-Allah-Allah…for-for-for…

forgiveness-forgiveness-forgiveness…As I finished my hundredth petition, I began loathing

girls. Being nice to them upset Allah, and upsetting Allah’s rules was not something becoming

of Abir ul Islam.5My family had ended up in Lahore because we couldn’t get into

America.When I was an infant, Pops was a zoology professor at a university in Saudi Arabia. It

was a good job that allowed him to buy a Volvo and send money to his parents in the village.

But Pops dreamed about being a true medical doctor—and not in Pakistan or Saudi Arabia, but



in America, where his children could grow up and become someone without having to pay

bribes. So Pops left that job and moved us all the way to the island nation of Dominican

Republic, where he enrolled in medical school. People said it was easy to get into America

from there.We lived among hefty Dominicans, suave Lebanese émigrés, vacationing Castilians,

and a small contingent of sweaty Pakistani students who were following the same path to

America—the state of salvation. With his feet in many jobs and a bottle in my newborn

brother’s mouth, Pops graduated and started looking into moving to New York. But when he

filed his papers, he learned that due to immigration quotas we couldn’t get in. Ammi also filed

for immigration—this time through her brother, who already had American citizenship—but she

was told that it would be seven to ten years before her name would be called if she followed

that channel.Out of ideas and in search of a job, Pops sent the three of us back to Pakistan.

Then, with our last eight hundred dollars in his pocket, he went to Italy, hoping to gain

admission in a medical fellowship. Less than forty-eight hours later he was conned of all his

money by a Muslim. He had to call back to relatives in Pakistan to have money wired to him so

he could buy a return ticket.He joined us a week later.We stayed with Beyji at her fine

bungalow for a little while and then moved to a tiny apartment on a noisy lower-income street

choked by smog and trash, with a thick carpet of dust lapping against our door. Every day Pops

would get on his bike and ride around the towns encircling Lahore, seeking a place to launch a

medical practice. After a while, a small-time feudal landlord who lived in a red haveli, a mansion

left over from colonial days, invited him to open up a clinic in one of his buildings.It was a tepid

practice: the patients came rarely, and when they did it was only to compare medical

prescriptions with what the pir, the homeopath, and various quacks were peddling. Day after

day Pops came home on his bedraggled Suzuki motorcycle, his face darkened by smog, and

vented the frustration of another profitless day. Never the stereotypically bulky Punjabi, he had

cheeks that were sunken in, the skin leathery and dark, and his hair was both in a balding

recession and a state of disarray. His arms were thin. His head was an enormous bobbing egg

on a skeleton that was all clavicle, elbows, and knees. His clothes, a mishmash of checkered

shirts and gray pants, bore the dusty residue of the streets.When it became clear that the

medical practice was not going to do well, Ammi and Pops had fights and Ammi retreated to

the bedroom to cry. As she sat and sobbed, I touched the tears on her face and flicked them

away. Then, when she forced a smile between her tears, it was my turn to cry and she wiped

my face with her wrist.“Don’t cry,” she said reassuringly. “We will pray and all will be

well.”“Inshallah,” I said.Then Ammi became devout. The jai namaz, her prayer rug, was flung

open and pointed toward Mecca. A little red copy of the punj surah, which contained the five

most important chapters of the Quran, kept perpetual presence in her hand. She went

repeatedly to a neighbor’s to make calls to Beyji to find out what type of zikr, or chants with

Allah’s various names, the saints recommended to improve one’s fortune. She told me to turn

off the cricket matches and sat me down regularly to teach me the Quran. She appealed to

Pops to establish all five prayers at the prescribed times of day. She calculated whether we had

paid out adequate amounts of zakat to care for the poor. She fasted with great earnestness

during the daylight hours of Ramadan, waking up to make food well before the pre-dawn meal,

suhoor, and preparing food for the post-sunset iftar way before evening.Seeing Ammi’s

devotion, Pops was impelled to emulate it, albeit in his own way: his religiosity was communal

and intellectual. He took me to Friday prayers at all the great mosques of Lahore, and we

showed up early so we could listen to the entire sermon. We went to the house of one of the

old Jamaat-e-Islami organizers at the university, and his daughter served us sherbet while he

talked about how Islam was slowly changing the world. Pops found various religious scholars



who held evening study circles at their mosques, and we tried them all out. He was particularly

fond of one shaykh of the Deobandi movement—a revivalist branch of traditional Islam—who

taught in a well-off residential area of Lahore. The lectures were long. The shaykh sat on the

floor with a Quran supported on a rehal before him at the end of a long row of men. (The

women listened from behind a partition.) Occasionally touching the skin of the Quran, the

shaykh spoke evocatively about the importance of family life, the virtues of hard work, and how

patience in the face of adversity was a form of worship, and then he tied all of these things

together with events from the life of the Prophet and his Companions. He said that one had to

put prayer and worship before everything else, and when that happened, success followed. As

proof he’d point out that he used to be just a simple villager, but—Allah be praised—because

he followed this method, Allah put him in a place where he was able to teach Islam in such a

beautiful mosque to such wonderful people. Pops and I rode back home on the motorcycle

after such evenings, and he often quizzed me to see if I had been paying attention.One day

Pops learned that my grandfather, Dada Abu, and my older uncle, Tau, who both lived in a

town in the desert, were coming to Lahore to attend the Tablighi Jamaat convention at nearby

Raiwand. They called ahead and asked Pops to meet them there.Tablighi Jamaat, Pops told

me, was a worldwide order numbering in the millions that had become disenchanted with the

world. Its members—Tablighis—said that at some point in history Allah had become upset with

Muslims and had taken away their glory, and now no material or worldly gain was possible for a

Muslim unless the broken bridge between believer and Creator was first repaired. Tablighis

were of the opinion that Muslims—each and every true Muslim—were facing failure in the

world, and that indeed those in the world who happened to be successful were successful only

because they had left Islam behind. The organization’s specific goal was to go to these people

and bring them back to true Islam, which belonged to the unsuccessful. To this end they

organized themselves into cells, and every few evenings they went door to door to the homes

of Muslims, encouraging them to give up their work and wives and take a chilla, a devotional

trip that lasted forty days. Pops had never been on a chilla, but Dada Abu and Tau had been

many times. During a chilla the Tablighi leaders forbade discussion of worldly things like jobs,

politics, and education and focused on things that made one a good Muslim—things like what

supplication to recite before washing one’s posterior, whether Allah Azzawajal was the Lord of

all the worlds (or if there was only one world which He owned in its entirety), and whether

eternal damnation literally meant forever or whether eternity could be cut in half. Talking about

these things, they asserted, would turn every failed Muslim into a success, would give Muslims

financial prosperity, and would raise their status in society. The organization wasn’t against

money; it was just against non-Tablighis having it.Every year the Tablighi Jamaat met in a

virtual tent city on the marshy salt plain in Raiwand. After Mecca, it was the largest single

gathering of Muslims in the world. It was called Ijtema.“Get on the bike, shabash,” Pops said

one morning. “We’re going to Raiwand.”I sat on the motorcycle and wrapped a checkered scarf

around my mouth to protect against the dust. On the Suzuki we sped past the slums that

surrounded Lahore. Soon we were on a flat highway cutting through fields of barley. A

multicolored bus with mirror-work and murals on its exterior passed by. Outside of a small town

we stopped to help an old peasant with a donkey cart. His lord had heaped too much weight on

the cart before sending the peasant off, and the donkey kept getting tipped into the air.Nothing

could have prepared me for Raiwand’s immensity. There were thousands of tents on a burning-

hot white plain. Countless men in shalwar kameez and beards, most carrying backpacks,

walked around greeting one another. Vials of musk, tasbih beads, and tapes of religious

instruction were on sale. I saw Mongolian men and Caucasian men and African men. There



was considerable discussion among them about the possibility that Nawaz Sharif, General Zia

ul Haq’s favorite politician (and a future prime minister of Pakistan), would be coming in by

helicopter.I was marched endlessly around the plain as Pops searched for Dada Abu and Tau.

He eventually found them standing around in a large circle of men who had also come up from

Dada Abu’s village, and there were loud introductions all around.Dada Abu pinched my cheeks.

Tau went to his stuff and pulled out one of the backpacks he had sewn at his workshop; he

threw it around my shoulders.Dada Abu and Pops stepped away from the group, me tagging at

their heels, and discussed Pops’s practice. Dada Abu was trying to convince Pops to forget

Lahore and move back to the desert where he had grown up (and where Dada Abu still lived)

and start afresh. They talked in hushed whispers for a little while; then Pops grabbed my wrist

angrily and we rode back home. Pops was upset about something and drove so fast that we

flew into a ditch. After that we had to limp home, pushing the motorcycle along.Over dinner

Pops told Ammi what Dada Abu had suggested, and she also dismissed the idea. Schools

were better in Lahore, she pointed out, and there was more opportunity there even if expenses

were greater. However, a few days later, Lahore made the decision for us. A local businessman

who was friendly with Nawaz Sharif sent his thugs to our apartment building and informed the

landlord that they were going to come back in a week’s time and knock the building down. It

would behoove the tenants to go quietly, they warned. By the time a gang of university

students, Nawaz Sharif’s supporters, came to the neighborhood and rocked the buildings until

the structures collapsed with a groan, we had wrapped up our things in knotted bedsheets and

were at the train station.6The Prophet Sulayman, son of Daud, King of the Jews, controlled the

elements, spoke to animals, and commanded the jinn. He traveled across the world on a

throne made from a diamond so flawless that before the Queen of Sheba stepped upon it, she

hiked up her dress, thinking she was about to step in a pool of water. One day Sulayman’s

aerial adventures took him to a great mountain at the easternmost edge of the Iranian plateau.

He looked across South Asia but found it covered in darkness; then he turned toward

Jerusalem. That mountain where he stopped, later known as Takht-e-Sulayman, sits in what is

now the arid desert of central Pakistan, west of the mighty Indus. In that desert, my father’s

family lived in Sehra Kush, a tired town surrounded by sand dunes.*We had no throne. We took

third-class rail to get there.On the multi-day trip we occupied a window seat and a sleeping

berth. We rode with migrant workers smelling of soil who slept with their turbans pulled over

their eyes. Those who couldn’t snare a seat were comfortable sleeping in front of the train’s

pungent latrine and in the aisles, apparently unconcerned about being stepped upon by

barefoot passengers coming in from the muddy fields. Men brought aboard everything from

bicycles, to a line of women in veils, to lambs and goats—along with a wide range of similar life

essentials—minding them with a dismissive nonchalance. The atmosphere in the train was

jovial. Chai flowed freely; roasted nuts, poured out into paper cups, were omnipresent. The

predominantly good-natured conversation was punctuated by laughter, and there were many

jokes about politicians and their corrupt char so beesi. There was occasional yelling as well,

especially whenever a shepherd led his bearded goats onto the train track ahead of us and

caused a delay. A delay was usually considered deplorable only if it was overnight, however;

even then, if it was a precautionary stop in order to avoid an ambush by dakooz, it was

shrugged off with a casual reference to Allah’s ownership of the universe (followed by a stream

of profanities about the incestuous anal activities of the armed degenerates). When there was

a woman discovered to be traveling all by herself, she was shuttled off to some other part of

the train, where a coterie of hefty matriarchs who had heard about “the poor creature” yelled at

their men for not showing more initiative in bringing the vigorous jawan girl under their



protective umbrella.A few nights after leaving Lahore we came upon a deserted train station

and switched to a midnight lorry that would take us over unpaved roads the rest of the way.

Because we had a woman with us, Flim and I were put in the front, while numerous men—

Pops among them—jammed themselves into the back.I looked out the window at the station

we’d left behind and in a cloud of dust saw a pair of men running at the moving lorry, holding

their sacks with one hand and their falling lungis—a traditional Punjabi sarong—with the other,

cursing at the driver in a language I didn’t understand.They shone with a blue luminescence

that made me wonder if they were angels.Unlike Lahore, where the immensity of history forced

hierarchy to become subtle in manifesting itself, Sehra Kush felt no qualms about segregation.

The town was bisected by a highway that did the job.The lower portion of the town, in the

shape of a polygon, was for the administrators, judges, civil servants, and military men, all of

whom lived in bungalows inside compounds marked by streets of the blackest asphalt,

manicured lawns complete with imported trees, and an order epitomized by security guards

and regular trash pickup (with refuse sometimes dumped onto empty plots on the other side of

the city). The central institution of this section: the clubhouse; the popular mode of transport:

unmarked car; the favored type of violence: against servants.There was a larger upper portion

of the city expanding like a heinous goiter. It belonged to bazaris with their stalls, traders, cart-

walas, maulvis on their way to teach at the mosque, and mendicants. Most of these people

lived in mud houses lined up haphazardly on streets of dust marked by trash, open sewage,

and the furry green droppings of low-breed donkeys. The central institution of this section: the

mosque; the popular mode of transportation: the horse-drawn tanga; the favorite type of

violence: insult. This is where we were headed.We arrived in Sehra Kush on a hazy morning

and took two tangas to Dada Abu’s house. After clop-clopping on a highway for a while, we

turned onto a badly paved road and passed an empty field full of trash where a pair of wide-

horned black buffaloes—whose milk was sold to the neighboring families—swished their tails.

We then took a turn into an unpaved alley, passing open gutters leaking witch blackness onto

the street. Homes were on both sides of the alley, set off from the narrow street by a foot-wide

gap for the nali, the open sewer, which flowed in a slow froth full of everything from stones, to

phlegm, to animal dung, with light-brown dollops of human feces bobbing to the surface. Each

house had a thick wooden plank that bridged the nali. The doors on the houses were all flung

open, although there was a heavy curtain in each doorway that assured privacy for the women

within.When our tangas made their way into the alley, children ran toward us from each side.

They yelled greetings and stuck sticks into the churning spokes, picking up another stick

whenever a grinding wheel snapped a spear and nearly took a child’s hand along with it. Soon

we came to a dilapidated Land Rover from the mid-1950s that was parked in the middle of the

alley. (We later learned that it belonged to the Balochi neighbors.) The tanga drivers, clicking

their tongues at their horses as they reversed, cursed at the ungainly car for blocking the

thoroughfare. The horses took short, unsteady steps backward during this process, and the

heads of the animals swayed from side to side as if they were intoxicated mystics.Dada Abu’s

house, constructed from a mixture of mud, hay, rope, and wooden beams, was airy but not big.

He lived there with Dadi Ma and four of my uncles and their families. The house had a

courtyard, a kitchen, a cemented area for the hand-operated nalka that supplied the water, a

tiny latrine with an unpaved hole in the ground, a sitting room, two bedrooms with shuttered

windows, and an open staircase going to the roof. On warm nights people slept on the roof; on

cooler nights in the courtyard. In the desert it never got cold enough to require sleeping

inside.As this host of relatives greeted my brother and me with pats on the head and pinches

to the cheeks, I took a look at the cramped quarters and realized that we had moved in as



well.7Why bother? I’m just ugly and old!”Dadi Ma was fond of saying this to people who told

her to cover her face when she went for her great walks around town. She was a small woman

with a gold tooth, thin hennaed hair, and a loud voice. Although the women of Sehra Kush,

when they left their compound, always wore the niqab, a full veil that covered the face, when

Dadi Ma went out she preferred the comfort of a loose garment called the chador, which

draped over her head and shoulders but was open at the face; she typically tied it with a ribbon

under her chin.During the days, I spent a lot of time in Dadi Ma’s vicinity. She usually sat near

the kitchen on a small charpai, or cot, giving instructions to Ammi and the aunts about what to

cook for dinner, how many pinches of salt should go in the cookpot, and why the milkman

needed to be thrashed for adding water and skimming the cream.She also told tall tales. How

sleeping under a tree caused you to die from asphyxiation because the jinns that lived in the

branches sucked up all the oxygen; how the scary backward-footed churayls were actually

fallen souls seeking forgiveness for some crime they had committed; how going to a particular

saint’s grave and spreading a ceremonial chador over it would lead to the expiation of one’s

sins. Most of the aunts and children had already heard the stories and never asked Dadi Ma

any questions, but Ammi enjoyed talking to old people and often probed her, to my great

delight.One day they began talking about the Partition of India and Pakistan in 1947, and Dadi

Ma started telling really scary stories.“Five of them,” she announced, making her hand into a

claw. “Five girls. Count them. One, two, three, four, five. Five girls jumped into a well. Into the

same well. Just to protect their honor. This was in 1947, back when we lived in Indian Punjab.

All because that Mountbatten switched the borders on the founders of our country and put us

in India when we would’ve been in Pakistan.”“Who were the girls?” Ammi asked.“Our girls!

They were just girls. The virgin ones. My cousins-in-law. All single. No husbands. No children.

Their whole life lay before them. What a waste! They just went in, one after another after

another. Into that well. And what for? This country—Pakistan! What did this country give us?

Refugee camps and then a war where they dropped a bomb—splat—on our house. Well, at

least the poor girls are martyrs. Straight to Paradise.”“Why did they have to jump?” Ammi asked

—the very question that had been in my mind.“The animals, Hindus and Sikhs, were

kidnapping the women. Just picking them up and running off with them—just because the girls

were Muslim!”“Did they come after you?” Ammi asked.“Of course not. They didn’t want married

women. They just wanted the virgins. They had standards—even as animals.”“Do you think

maybe the girls were pulled out of the well? Maybe they’re still alive?”“I don’t know. Those were

Muslim girls. If they were pulled out? God knows. I don’t know.”“Did anyone go back to find out

what happened?”“Our men went. Before he died, may Allah bless him, my older brother-in-law

went back to the old house. To find out about the girls. To see if the treasure was still

there.”“What treasure?” Ammi asked, as perplexed as I was.“Our things! Jewelry belonging to

hundreds of years of women. Coins. Gold. Silver. Money. Deeds to land. Receipts for cattle. All

of it. Before they fled, my father-in-law put it all in one big cauldron and buried it in the

frontyard. Said he would go back when things were safe and retrieve it. You know, we all

thought that this India-Pakistan thing was going to be temporary.”“Did they get it?” Ammi

asked.“What do you think? It wasn’t there. The maid they’d had back then must have seen

them dig the hole. She was a smart little Hindu girl. She dug the treasure up and disappeared,

or so we think. She went to some big city. Maybe Bombay. Maybe Delhi. She’s gone. No use

crying over what’s lost. We gave it up for Islam. That’s how it is.”“The Holy Prophet and the

Emigrants to Medina gave up everything also,” Ammi said. “All for Islam.”“There you go,” Dadi

Ma replied. “You live; you worship. That’s what this life is for. Rewards are in the next life.

Riches are in the next life. Did you hear that, Abir? Pray. Pray and pray and you will have your



entire existence to recline on beds of gold in Paradise.”“I just want a regular bed,” I said. “And a

ring for my pinky.”“Whatever you want,” said Dadi Ma. “You should still pray. It will take you to

Paradise. Now someone bring me my fan. At least it won’t be hot in Paradise. Too hot here in

this desert. Imagine! To go from the cool breeze off the foothills of Kashmir to this desert,

where the breeze—. No, this isn’t breeze, it’s furnace blasts; it’s what hell will be like. Well, what

can you say? Everything has been written.”“Kismet,” Ammi said.“Kismet.” Dadi Ma took her fan,

leaned back against the wall, and drew her dupatta over her head to form a makeshift tent

against the flies. “Anyway, forget it. Send someone to get the naan. Put aside some curry in

that pot over there. The boys from the madrassa are coming tonight to ask for food. I’m going to

sleep. Wake me up when my husband comes home to bother us all.”Unlike his wife, I couldn’t

wait till Dada Abu came home. I liked him more than anyone else. He was a stylish old man

who wore a glittering watch and suits made of boski thread cotton. He drove an apple-red

Kawasaki motorcycle and often gave me a ride. He usually arrived shortly before the maghrib

prayer at sunset, made wazu, went to the mosque, and then came back for dinner, which he

ate quietly with his hands. Then he drank three glasses of cool water from the clay matka—

squatting on the ground for each chug as per the example of the Prophet—and left the house

to go up the street and sit with his brothers. As he left the house, he often took me along with

him and joked with me.“Who is this strange boy next to me?”“It’s me!” I said.“What is that voice

I hear?”“It’s me,” I repeated. “It’s Abir ul Islam!”“Oh! It’s the fragrance of Islam that I smell on my

nose.”“Yes!” I said, grabbing his pinky. “I’m coming with you.”“My father, may Allah bless him,

said your name should be Alauddin,” Dada Abu said. “The heights of the faith.’ But I think your

name should be Naughty Boy.”“You can’t change my name,” I protested. “I am Abir ul Islam. Do

you want me to change your name, big man?”“No, no, big boss,” he said, laughing. “You keep

your name and I will keep mine. You serve Islam and I will serve you. How does that

sound?”“Sounds good to me.”Dada Abu was the youngest of all his brothers, and when in the

evenings they sat together it was his job to maintain the hooka, or water-pipe. He often passed

this assignment to me.“Take this chamber and go to Mateen’s house. Tell him to fill it up with

tobacco,” he instructed. “And hurry back. Don’t start playing with those cows.”I picked up the

head of the hooka and ran over to a neighboring home. It belonged to a Gujjur family. Their

entire existence revolved around their four black buffaloes. They milked them. They sold the

calves. They piled dung and made patties, which when crisped in the sun they sold for fuel.

They hitched the buffaloes to carts and took the patties to the market. While there they rented

their cart out to those not fortunate enough to have a beast of burden. To supplement this

meager livelihood, they also refilled hookas with bitter tobacco for the old men in the

neighborhood.
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Ron Rodger, “... of Dust - A memoir of Pakistan is the perfect book for those wanting an insight

into the social .... Children of Dust - A memoir of Pakistan is the perfect book for those wanting

an insight into the social fabric of Pakistan and Pakistanis.The writer is the central figure

growing up in the slums towns and cities from Pakistan to mid-west America and reveals the

stunning duplicities of religion and state. Ali Eteraz has the human touch as he reveals his

family dynamic and those of his friends and associates as he goes about his lifelong journey to

honour Mohammad and be the best Muslim. His humour just manages to evade the harrowing

experience he is subjected to as a child growing up in the poverty stricken streets of Lahore

back suburbs. As an adult, on the campus of American University towns he learns about sex,

about Western democracy and about being a 'good' Muslim. Many of the contradictions of

Christianity and Muslim religions are exposed side by side in this well constructed biographical

narrative.  It funny, its inciteful and its sobering.  A compelling read.”

Suzanne, “I recommend this book as a very interesting and thought-provoking look .... Unlike

any other book I've read, this one really gave me a sense of how life was for Mr. Eteraz as a

child in Pakistan, and also for his parents, who seem to have been quite untraditional in some

ways. His choices for emphasis in talking about his college life, his insight into what the Muslim

girls with whom he was going to school were doing and thinking, as well as what he was

actually thinking and what was important to him while living through adolescence and young

adulthood in the U.S. I recommend this book as a very interesting and thought-provoking look

at one male child's life between two cultures.”

S. Ibrahim, “A darkly hilarious, poignant read. Ali Eteraz's Children of Dust is an enjoyable,

interesting memoir. The book's beginning focuses on his childhood in Pakistan, which is some

of the best writing I have read from this author. Eteraz deftly makes use of magic realism to

bring the culture and myths of Pakistan alive. For those whose only exposure to Pakistan is

headlines regarding Taliban and nuclear weapons, the perspective brought by this memoir will

be an eye-opening experience.Eteraz's dark humor is subtly woven into the text, and there

were several places where I found myself laughing out loud. The honesty with which Eteraz

explores his development and efforts to make sense of his relationship with Islam is striking.

His willingness to be open about this struggle, combined with his signature lyrical and

humorous writing, is truly what makes this memoir a thoroughly enjoyable read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Recommend refreshingly honest and so very real.. Recommend to

anyone struggling with their place in or with religion.Eye opening, thought provoking and

refreshingly honest, while being interesting and relevant to people of all faiths.”

POEZ, “Amazing Journey. This is the very personal account of a boy's amazing journey, as he

grows out of abject poverty and superstitious Islamic devotion, to become a respected internet

voice -- one that hopes to rescue the world from extremism that seems to have come from the

same place as the author. There are gaps in the telling (perhaps he is saving something for

future works). And so many frank admissions of deliberate guile, one might reasonably

question its absolute veracity. But there is plenty here to inform those mystified by much of

what calls itself devout Islam today. Including many quite genuine laughs.”

James G. Fisher III, “Glimpse of a Muslim Life. I absolutely loved this book. The writer allowed

me the reader to see into a life I will never experience. As a wavering Christian it did me good

to see some Muslims have the same problem and we both struggle with the same question.



Very good read.”

Dori, “Very good book. Very interesting memoir. I also really enjoyed his writing style.”

The book by Ali Eteraz has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 65 people have provided feedback.
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